
Bee Trail Game
Play games on the back of the workbook!

All games: Start with the bear and follow the trail of bees to the honey jar. Complete a game task to take 
a turn. Roll a die, spin a spinner, or draw a number to move on the board. If you land on a bee space, roll 
again.

Some games have numbers or times to randomly draw from a container. The teacher, or even players can 
make sets to be drawn by writing them on small pieces of paper before starting a game. 

Games (tasks to do before moving on the board)

Auditory Exercise Games: If a teacher is involved, the teacher will read an auditory exercise question. 
Write or say the answers the auditory exercise question or task to move on the board.

Clock Game: Use a clock dial and set the clock to times to the quarter hour.

Greater or Less Than Game: Draw or say two numbers and the player will say if the first number is 
greater than or less than the other number. You may also use a response card with an arrow > drawn on it 
that can be rotated to show greater than or less than.

Odd or Even Game: Draw or say a number. The player will identify it as even or odd.

Measuring Hunt: Players will use instruments to measure in either centimeters or inches. Draw or say a 
length. Players will move around the room and find something that length. The first player to find an object 
of that length will get a turn. It may be hard to find objects an exact length. An alternative would be the 
player with an object closest in length after a certain time period such as one minute or 30 seconds will win 
a turn.

Expanded Number Game: Draw or say a number. The player will say it as an expanded number, such as 
859 would be 8 hundreds, 5 tens, 9 ones or say plus between place values, 800 + 50 + 9.

Create your own games, too!


